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In Pipejob you become a plumber locked in the bathroom.
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Its actually pretty fun. Thank goodness the Nosulus Rift hasnt launched yet. lol It could use more levels. Its basically a Wave
Pooper. but for the price, its pretty decent value. Here is a video of me trying the game out.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZtR6Mj-1-E. Its actually pretty fun. Thank goodness the Nosulus Rift hasnt launched yet.
lol It could use more levels. Its basically a Wave Pooper. but for the price, its pretty decent value. Here is a video of me trying
the game out. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZtR6Mj-1-E. Well worth a purchase It's got a really funny theme over some
really fun gameplay Nice pickup and throw mechanics, my only issue being that I lost the plunger outside of my playspace at
one stage and ended up in some pretty deepu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 Once you know how to play, you can start to
predict and plan your repairs to minise flooding and maximise your score. perfect price, and every aspect of gameplay is fun,
easy game for demoing since theres nothing complex about it.. Very basic game. Replace broken pipes and keep your toilet
empty. Graphics are good performance is ok expect below water. Painting is a bit useless in current state. My 5yr old son loves
this. Could do with some different levels of difficulty as my 5yr gets smashed too quick on the only level setting.. Very fun
game! Graphics looks nice. Also gameplay was good exercise when I tried to climb the leaderboard. Oh. and the poo painting.
Definitely worth it.
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